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INTRODUCTION 

1 This memo is to enhance current DMG guidance regarding permanent residence for 

EEA nationals and their families. 

2 Since 30.4.06, EEA nationals and their family members, who have resided legally in 

the UK for a continuous period of 5 years in accordance with laws relating to EU free 

movement rights that were in force during the 5 year period, will acquire a right of 

permanent residence1 (see DMG 073350 - 073352). This means they must have 

resided in the UK as a worker/S/E person (or someone who retained that status), or as 

a student or self-sufficient person (and had comprehensive sickness insurance - see 

DMG 073246). 

1 Directive 2004/38/EC, Art.16 ;Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 15 
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3 An EEA national who has acquired the right of permanent residence on or after 

30.4.06 will only lose that right if they are absent from the UK for more than 2 

consecutive years1 (see DMG 073368). 

1 Directive 2004/38/EC, Art.16(4); Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 15(2) 

CONTINUITY OF RESIDENCE - BREAKS DURING 5 YEAR 
QUALIFYING PERIOD 

4 Detailed guidance in relation to temporary absences from the UK that do not break 

continuity of residence during the 5 year qualifying period can be found at DMG 

073360. In general, temporary absences from the UK will not break the continuity of 

residence1 if they 

1. are no more than a total of 6 months a year or 

2. comprise of one absence of up to a maximum of 12 consecutive months 

for important reasons, such as pregnancy and childbirth, serious illness, 

study or vocational training, or a posting to another country abroad or 

3. are for compulsory military service. 

Although these absences do not break the continuity of the residence requirement, 

they do not count towards the accrual of the 5 years continuous residence2. This is 

because these absences will generally be periods when the claimant is not exercising 

a right to reside as defined within the EEA regulations.  

1 Directive 2004/38/EC, Art.16(3); 2 CIS/2258/08 

PERMANENT RESIDENCE WITH LESS THAN 5 YEARS 
RESIDENCE 

5 The general rule on the right of permanent residence requires that EEA nationals and 

their family members have resided legally in the UK for a continuous period of 5 years 

(see DMG 073350 et seq). Workers or S/E persons and their family members, who 

have ceased activity, can acquire a right to reside in the UK permanently without that 

5 year requirement1 (see DMG 073181, 073519 and 073612). 

Note: With regard to a family member, who retains the right of residence2, please see 

DMG 073300. 

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 15(1)(c) & (d); 2 reg 15(1)(f) & reg 10 
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6 A worker or S/E person who has ceased activity is a person who satisfies the 

conditions in paragraphs 7, 8, 9 or 10, and can acquire the right to reside in the UK 

permanently with less than 5 years residence. 

7 A worker or S/E person who 

1. ceases activity as a worker or S/E person and 

2. has reached the age at which they are entitled to a state pension on the 

date their work ceases or in the case of a worker, ceases working to take 

early retirement and 

3. was working in the UK, as a worker or S/E person, for at least 12 months 

prior to ceasing work and 

4. resided in the UK continuously for more than 3 years prior to ceasing 

work1. 

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 5(2) 

8 A worker or S/E person who  

1. ceases activity in the UK as a worker or S/E person as a result of a 

permanent incapacity to work and  

2. either 

2.1 that person resided in the UK continuously for more than 2 years 

prior to ceasing work or 

2.2 the incapacity is the result of  an accident at work or an 

occupational disease that entitles that person to a pension payable 

in full or in part by an institution in the UK1. 

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 5(3) 

9 A worker or S/E person who 

1.  is active in an EEA state, but retains their place of residence in the UK, 

to which they return (as a rule) at least once a week and  

2. prior to becoming active in that EEA state, had been continuously 

resident  and continuously active  as a worker or S/E person  in the UK 

for at least 3 years1. 

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 5(4) 



10 A person who satisfies the condition in paragraph 9 1. but not 9 2. shall, for the 

purposes of paragraphs 7 and 8, be treated as being active and resident in the UK 

during any period that they were working or S/E  in the EEA state1.  

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 5(5) 

11 The family member of a worker or S/E person where 

1. the worker or S/E person has died and 

2. the family member resided with the worker or S/E person immediately 

before their death and 

3. the worker or S/E person has resided continuously in the UK for at least 2 

years immediately before their death, or the death was a result of an 

accident at work or occupational disease1. 

Note 1: For guidance in relation to family members of British citizens – see 

DMG 073254. 

Note 2: For guidance in relation to extended family members – see DMG 

073293 - 073294 

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 15(1)(e) 

PERIODS OF RESIDENCE PRIOR TO 30.4.06 

12 In accordance with the CJEU judgments in Lassal and Dias, periods of residence prior 

to 30.4.06 (the date of transposition of Directive 2004/38) which were in accordance 

with earlier EU instruments relating to residence must be taken into account for the 

purposes of acquisition of permanent residence under Directive 2004/38 (see DMG 

073362). However, where a period of residence in accordance with the earlier EU 

instruments is followed by a period of more than 2 years during which the person's 

residence is not in accordance with earlier EU instruments, then the earlier period of 

residence will not count (see DMG 073366). 

Note: Subject to DMG 073360, a break in continuity during which residence is not in 

accordance with the Imm (EEA) Regs will mean that the 5 year period has to be 

served afresh. 
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DERIVATIVE RIGHT OF RESIDENCE 

13 Residence in the UK, which is a result of a derivative right of residence does not count 

towards the period for calculation of the 5 year period for permanent residence1 (see 

DMG 073354). 

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 15(1A); Alarape and Tijani (C-529/11) 

LONG-TERM JOBSEEKER 

14 Guidance at DMG 073240 and 073080 advises that EEA jobseekers who have 

registered with Jobcentre Plus will have a right to reside for an initial period of 6 

months1. If the claimant is able to provide compelling evidence that they are 

continuing to seek employment and have a genuine chance of being engaged, a short 

extension period of JSA(IB) may be allowed (DMG 073099 – 073100 and Memo DMG 

2/15). 

Directive 2004/38/EC, Art 14(4)(b); Antonissen ( C-292/89); Imm (EEA) Regs, regs6(1)(a), 6(4) & 14 

15 Where a claimant is relying entirely on a right to reside as a jobseeker for the entire 5 

year period for calculating permanent residence, it should be accepted that the 

immigration regulations1 would be satisfied in those circumstances. This is because 

an EEA national acquires the right to reside in the UK permanently, where they have 

resided in the UK, in accordance with the immigration regulations for a continuous 

period of 5 years. Where a claimant has been awarded JSA(IB) on the basis of having 

a right to reside as a jobseeker, it should therefore be accepted that their continuous 

period of 5 years of pure jobseeking, would be sufficient for the acquisition of 

permanent residence.  

Note 1: An accession state national, whose JSA claim commenced within the 

accession period, must have satisfied the accession regulations, in order to have had 

jobseeker status. 

Note 2: With effect from 1.1.14, an EEA national cannot have a right to reside as a 

jobseeker or retained worker for longer than their relevant period, unless they provide 

compelling evidence that they are continuing to seek employment and have a GPoW2 

(see DMG 073092). As such, unless they can demonstrate an alternative right to 

reside, their right to reside as a jobseeker or retained worker would cease at the end 

of their relevant period and they would no longer be residing legally in the UK.  

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 15(1)(a) ; 2 reg 6(7) 
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EVIDENCE TO DEMONSTRATE PERMANENT RESIDENCE 

16 The following documents may be evidence that can be used when determining 

whether a person has gained a permanent right to reside 

1. valid passport or ID card 

2. marriage or civil partnership certificates 

3. P60s, contracts or letters of employment for workers 

4. Business accounts & tax returns for S/E persons 

5. leases for premises used to conduct business 

6. utility bills 

7. document certifying permanent residence (issued by the HO) where the 

person is an EEA national – this document does not carry a date of expiry 

8. permanent residence card (issued by the HO) where the person is a non-

EEA national – this document is valid for 10 years from the date of issue 

and must be renewed upon application.  

9. comprehensive sickness insurance (see DMG 073246) where the EEA 

national claims to have resided in the UK as a student or self-sufficient 

person 

10. Bank statements showing self-sufficiency 

11. evidence of study 

12. where the family member of an EEA national applies on the basis that the 

EEA national is a worker or S/E person who has ceased activity, they 

must supply 

12.1 evidence confirming the relationship and  

12.2 documentation confirming their EEA family member was employed 

or S/E prior to retirement or becoming permanently incapacitated 

and 

12.3 documentation confirming permanent incapacity (where 

appropriate) 
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13. where the family member of an EEA national applies on the basis that the 

EEA national has died, they must supply 

13.1 the death certificate of the EEA national and  

13.2 evidence confirming the relationship and 

13.3 evidence that the EEA national had resided continuously in the UK 

for at least 2 years prior to death, or evidence that the death was 

as a result of an accident at work or occupational disease and 

13.4 evidence that they were residing in the UK with the EEA national 

immediately prior to the EEA national’s death 

14. Worker registration or Worker Authorisation documents in cases where 

the claimant is an accession state national who worked during the 

relevant accession period. 

Note 1: For the purposes of 7. and 8. above, documents cease to be valid if the holder 

ceases to have a right of permanent residence. This can happen when the right to 

reside is lost through absence from the UK for a period exceeding 2 consecutive 

years. 

Note 2: For the purposes of 12. and 13. above, the claimant could be an EEA national 

or non-EEA national. 

This is not an exhaustive list. 

CLAIMANT UNABLE TO PROVIDE ORIGINAL DOCUMENTARY 
EVIDENCE 

17 The claimant has primary responsibility to provide original documentary evidence of 

their nationality, continuous residence and their qualifying status, throughout the 5 

year period within which they wish to confirm that they have met the conditions for 

permanent residency. If the claimant has not provided sufficient evidence to the DM to 

confirm their status, the conditions for permanent residency will not be met.  

18 DMs may also utilise additional records available to them, to confirm whether or not 

the conditions for permanent residency have been met. For example, National 

Insurance Contribution records. 

19 Where the claimant declares that they may have acquired a right to permanent 

residency, but they are awaiting documentation to confirm this, the DM should allow 



the claimant a reasonable timescale to provide supporting evidence before making a 

decision. 

MOVING BETWEEN ALTERNATE RIGHTS TO RESIDE  

20 Where a qualified person switches their status to that of another qualified person, the 

DM has the discretion to allow a period of up to 30 days, so that the gap between the 

claimant’s statuses does not break a permanent right of residence.  

21 A cumulative break of up to 30 days in any 12 month period is allowable when 

switching between rights to reside, for example student to worker, worker to S/E, S/E 

to jobseeker, or between the end of one job and the start of the next. In such 

circumstances, the claimant will be required to provide evidence of  

1. acquiring another right to reside as a jobseeker, worker, S/E person, 

student, or self-sufficient person (or as a dependent) within 30 days of 

their previous right to reside ending and  

2. acquiring a right to reside as a jobseeker, worker, S/E person, student, or 

self-sufficient person (or as a dependent) for the remainder of the 5 year 

period of continuous residence. 

Note 1: Any work activity carried out must be genuine and effective.  

Note 2: For accession state nationals (see DMG 073500 et seq), work carried out 

during the accession period must be in accordance with the accession regulations.  

Note 3: Periods of residence as a Saint Prix worker (see DMG 073210 – 073224) 

would count towards permanent residence.  

Example 1 

Paulo is an Italian national. He arrived in the UK as a single person on 1.6.10. He 

claimed JSA as a jobseeker on 3.6.10 and signed off to start full time work as a retail 

assistant on 3.7.10. On 28.2.12 his employer closed down the shop and terminated 

Paulo’s contract. Paulo claimed JSA on 25.3.12 but was unsuccessful in finding work 

and signed off on 10.8.12. He started a F/T course as a student on 3.9.12 and took 

out a comprehensive sickness insurance policy. The course ended on 6.8.15 and 

Paulo made a claim to JSA the next day. The DM decided that Paulo had acquired a 

permanent right to reside as he had demonstrated 5 years continuous residence as a 

qualified person, and the break between his right to reside as a retained worker and a 

student maintained continuity as the break was within 30 days.        
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Example 2 

Anna is a Dutch national. She arrived in the UK as a single person and started F/T 

work as a barista on 30.6.10. She continued to work F/T until 2.2.14 and then decided 

to leave. The next day she claimed JSA. The DM decided Anna was a jobseeker and 

informed Anna that she would be subject to a GPoW interview if she was still claiming 

JSA in 6 months time. Anna began receiving JSA(C) until it exhausted on 6.8.14. She 

found a F/T job as a receptionist which was due to start on 1.11.14. Anna presented 

this evidence at her GPoW interview and was awarded an extension of JSA(IB) until 

31.10.14. Anna left her job on 31.7.15 and claimed JSA. The DM decided that Anna 

had acquired a permanent right to reside as she had demonstrated 5 years continuous 

residence as a qualified person. Anna was treated as a jobseeker for the period 3.2.14 

– 31.10.14 as Anna had demonstrated she was actively seeking employment and had 

a genuine chance of engagement throughout that period. 

22 A break, as described within paragraphs 20 and 21, would not be allowable when the 

break is within a single right to reside, such as a jobseeker. This is because the 

claimant, in those circumstances, has failed to comply with the requirements to 

demonstrate that right continuously (see paragraph 27 below with regard to 

disallowances). 

IMPRISONMENT 

23 Periods of imprisonment by an EEA national (or their family member) interrupt 

continuity of residence1 for the purposes of satisfying the Residence Directive2.  

1 MG (C-400/12); Onuekwere(C-378/12); 2 Directive 2004/38/EC, Art.16(3) 

24 The CJEU in MG point out that the imposition of a custodial sentence by a national 

court is an indication that the person concerned has not respected the values 

expressed by the society of the host Member State in its criminal law. Accordingly the 

taking into consideration of periods of imprisonment, for the purposes of the 

acquisition of the right of permanent residence, would clearly be contrary to the aim 

pursued by the Directive in establishing that right of residence. 

25 The CJEU in Onuekwere also found that the continuity of residence of 5 years is 

interrupted by periods of imprisonment in the host Member State. As a consequence, 

periods which precede and follow the periods of imprisonment may not be added up to 

reach the minimum period of 5 years required for the acquisition of a permanent 

residence permit. Therefore upon release from prison, a person must satisfy a new 5 

year period, in order to acquire permanent residence status. The period of 

imprisonment does not count towards a permanent right to reside because it is a 



period when the claimant was not exercising a right to reside, nor exercising free 

movement rights. 

SANCTIONS & DISALLOWANCES OF JSA 

26 In the case of a sanction, payment of JSA is removed for a time, but entitlement may 

continue. So where the EEA national has not yet reached their GPoW assessment 

interview, they would still get their 6 months as a retained worker or 91 days as a 

jobseeker. The period of the sanction would not break continuity for the calculation 

towards the 5 year period for permanent residence.  

27 In the case of a disallowance, the JSA claim ends. If the disallowance is for a fixed 

period, the claimant will have to reclaim JSA once the disallowance has ended. Once 

the claimant has made a repeat claim as a jobseeker (who has received such a 

disallowance), they will get the balance (if any) of their relevant period. A period of 

disallowance would therefore break the continuity for the calculation towards the 5 

year period for permanent residence. 

SEPARATION FROM EEA PARTNER 

28 Family members have an automatic right of residence in the UK for as long as they 

remain the family member of an EEA national1 who 

1. is entitled to reside in the UK for an initial period of three months or 

2. is a qualified person or 

3. has a right of permanent residence (DMG 073250).  

The meaning of family member2 includes (amongst others) a spouse or civil partner 

(DMG 073252 1.) 

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 14(2); 2 reg 7(1)(a) 

29 Where there has been a breakdown in the relationship and the spouse or civil partner 

no longer live in the same household as the EEA national, the spouse or civil partner 

is still considered to be a family member for as long as 

1. the relationship between the spouse or civil partner and the EEA national 

has not been dissolved and 

2. the EEA national continues to be a qualified person, or have a permanent 

right to reside1. 
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If they later get divorced or legally terminate their civil partnership, the spouse or civil 

partner will only have a right to live in the UK if they satisfy the conditions2 relating to a 

family member who has retained the right of residence (DMG 073300). 

Note: The breakdown in the relationship can also include a child under the age of 21, 

who is estranged from their parents. Such a child remains a family member without 

being in the same household3.  

1 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 14(2); Diatta (C-267/83); 2 Imm (EEA) Regs, reg 10; 3 reg 7(1)(b)(i) 

30 Where there has been a breakdown in the relationship and the claimant wishes to 

demonstrate permanent residence, the onus is on the claimant to provide 

documentary evidence of their EEA national sponsor. Where the claimant has been 

the victim of domestic violence (DMG 21369) and cannot provide such evidence, the 

DM should adopt a pragmatic approach. However, where there is no evidence 

available to the DM, the claimant’s case is not proven. 

Note: This guidance does not cover a couple who are LTAMC. 

ANNOTATIONS 

Please annotate the number of this memo (DMG 16/15) against the following DMG 

paragraphs: 

073181 (Heading), 073252, 073254, 073293 (Heading), 073300 (Heading), 073350 

(Heading), 073366, 073519, 073613 

CONTACTS 

If you have any queries about this memo, please write to Decision Making and 

Appeals (DMA) Leeds, 1S25, Quarry House, Leeds. Existing arrangements for such 

referrals should be followed, as set out in Memo DMG 03/13  - Obtaining legal advice 

and guidance on the Law. 

 DMA Leeds: [May] 2015 
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